
Summary (150 Words) 1 

In 2022 the World Health Organization declared a Public Health Emergency for an outbreak of mpox, 2 

the zoonotic Orthopoxvirus (OPV) affecting at least 103 non-endemic locations world-wide. Serologic 3 

detection of mpox infection is problematic, however, due to considerable antigenic and serologic cross-4 

reactivity among OPVs and smallpox-vaccinated individuals. In this report, we developed a high-5 

throughput multiplex microsphere immunoassay (MIA) using a combination of mpox-specific peptides 6 

and cross-reactive OPV proteins that results in the specific serologic detection of mpox infection with 7 

93% sensitivity and 98% specificity. The New York State Non-Vaccinia Orthopoxvirus Microsphere 8 

Immunoassay is an important diagnostic tool to detect subclinical mpox infection and understand the 9 

extent of mpox spread in the community through retrospective analysis.   10 
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Introduction 36 

Mpox (formerly known as monkeypox), is a zoonotic orthopoxvirus (OPV) that has historically 37 

been endemic and largely isolated to western and central Sub-Saharan Africa 1, 2. Other species of 38 

OPVs include cowpox (CPXV), vaccinia (VAC; smallpox vaccine), and variola virus (VAR; smallpox) 39 

which all share a high degree of genetic homology. Mpox can be transmitted through close contact with 40 

an infected person or animal, bodily fluids, respiratory secretions, or consumption of contaminated 41 

meat. Symptoms of infection can be severe and may include lymphadenopathy, fever, headache, 42 

fatigue, muscle aches, flu-like symptoms, and a characteristic rash, and death3, 4. In 2003 a non-43 

endemic mpox outbreak occurred in the United States due to the importation of infected animals. In 44 

total, 71 cases of mpox were detected over 5 months. The outbreak was contained through the 45 

implementation of multiple public-health efforts including restrictions placed on the movement of exotic 46 

animals5. In 2022 the world faced a multi-country outbreak of non-endemic mpox, prompting the World 47 

Health Organization to announce a Public Health Emergency of International Concern. To date, over 48 

85,000 cases with 97 deaths have been reported globally with over 30,000 of those cases and 32 49 

deaths occurring in the United States. In contrast to the 2003 outbreak human-to-human transmission 50 

has been the primary mode of viral spread in 2022. The size and geographic distribution of the current 51 

mpox outbreak has highlighted the need for specific tools to diagnose, treat, and monitor immunity to 52 

OPVs.  53 

OPVs are large dsDNA viruses that encode up to 200 highly conserved viral proteins resulting in 54 

extensive antigenic and serologic cross-reactivity between members of the OPV genus6. The protection 55 

afforded by vaccination with VAC against fatal smallpox infection is based, and dependent on the 56 

antigenic cross-reactivity between VAC and VAR. In the United States, childhood vaccination with VAC 57 

was customary until 1972, and VAC vaccination was reinstated for the US military forces in 2002 58 

resulting in a significant number of US residents with VAC-reactive antibodies7, 8. More recently, 59 

JYNNEOS vaccine (Modified Vaccinia Ankara, Bavarian Nordic) has been administered to individuals 60 

deemed to be at high risk for mpox infection. Therefore, the development of a specific serologic assay 61 

to monitor mpox infection is complicated by the vaccination efforts for both smallpox and mpox9. The 62 

current serological assay available to detect the presence of OPV-specific antibodies is an ELISA with 63 

formalin-inactivated VAC used as the coating antigen10-12. The advantage of a whole-virus assay is the 64 

breadth of OPV antigens available for antibody binding – resulting in a highly sensitive assay. However, 65 

the distinct disadvantage of a whole-virus ELISA is the lack of specificity between OPV species which 66 

may give false-positive results for anyone who has received VAC vaccination. Currently, there is no 67 

approved serology assay that can discriminate between the antibodies produced following vaccination 68 

with VAC versus those mounted upon mpox infection. Therefore, we leveraged a multiplexed 69 



microsphere immunoassay (MIA) platform with the goal of maintaining OPV antigenic breadth while 70 

simultaneously gaining specificity to mpox and other non-vaccinia OPVs. In the present study, we 71 

created an algorithm using two mpox-specific peptides and 5 cross-reactive OPV antigens that detects 72 

IgG antibodies associated mpox infection with 93% sensitivity and 98% specificity. Our data support the 73 

use of serology as an important diagnostic tool for mpox infections, and as an mpox surveillance tool 74 

within vaccinated populations.  75 

 76 

Results  77 

Evaluation of Non-Vaccinia Peptides for the Specific Serologic Detection of Mpox Exposure 78 

B21/22R is an immunomodulatory protein present in both mpox and VAR yet absent in VAC, 79 

thus allowing for serologic distinction between VAC vaccination and mpox infection13, 14. Dubois et al. 80 

previously reported a peptide-based ELISA using 30-mer peptides optimized for the diagnostic 81 

detection of mpox infection in populations that may include VAC vaccinated individuals. The authors 82 

reported >90% sensitivity and >90% specificity for mpox infection using 4 BSA-conjugated peptides 83 

derived from mpox (B21R-A and -B) and VAR (B22R-A and -B) in a relatively small number of mpox-84 

positive and -negative subjects15. We sought to evaluate efficacy of these previously validated peptides 85 

for the diagnosis of mpox infection on our high-throughput MIA on the Luminex platform. BSA-86 

conjugated peptides, as described in Dubois et al. were coupled to fluorescent microspheres and 87 

evaluated for IgG reactivity in the mpox-confirmed, mpox-negative, and vaccine control cohorts. 88 

Receiver Operatory Characteristic (ROC) analysis revealed moderate predictive accuracy of mpox 89 

infection for mpox-derived B21R-A and -B with an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.86 and 0.85, 90 

respectively. In contrast, VAR-derived peptides B22R-A and -B showed lower predictive accuracy for 91 

mpox infection with AUCs of 0.52 and 0.77, respectively (Figure 1a; Supplemental Table 1) and were 92 

eliminated from the diagnostic assay. Based on the sensitivity/specificity calculations generated by the 93 

ROC curve, we calculated clinical cutoff values for mpox peptides B21R-A and -B. Briefly, a Youden’s J 94 

index (J = sensitivity + specificity – 1) was calculated for the range of MFI values in the ROC analysis. 95 

The clinical cutoff was set as the MFI equaling the highest Youden’s J index which is equal to the best 96 

balance of specificity and sensitivity over the range of the assay (Supplemental Table 1).  97 

To visualize the baseline binding IgG reactivity to B21R-A and -B in mpox-negative donors and 98 

recent vaccinees compared to mpox confirmed donors, we plotted the log10 MFI for individual donors 99 

grouped by cohort as described in Table 1. As routine smallpox vaccination with VAC ended in the 100 

United States in 1972, consideration of birth year allowed us to estimate the childhood vaccination 101 

status of each donor in the mpox-negative cohort8. Therefore, mpox-negative donors were divided into 102 

“presumed naïve” and “childhood vaccination” groups based on birth year post- or pre-1972. The 103 



average MFI for the mpox-confirmed donors was significantly higher than the presumed naïve, 104 

childhood vaccination, and recent vaccinee groups for both B21R-A and -B (Figure 1b). However, a 105 

considerable number of mpox-negative donors show peptide-specific IgG reactivity above the clinical 106 

cutoff despite the lack of mpox exposure. Importantly, the childhood and recent vacinee groups did not 107 

show higher levels of B21R-A or -B reactivity than the presumed naïve donors indicating that smallpox 108 

vaccination does not contribute to non-specific IgG reactivity to B21R-A and -B in mpox negative 109 

populations. Since up to 57% of mpox cases reported in the 2022 outbreak have been in HIV-positive 110 

individuals16 we included 142 plasma or serum samples sent to the Wadsworth Center for HIV 111 

confirmatory testing in our mpox-negative cohort. HIV+ donors from the mpox-negative cohort showed 112 

a significantly higher MFI as compared to donors without HIV infection (Figure 1c). When considered 113 

together, the specificity of peptides B21R-A and -B (67%; Supplemental Table 1) is insufficient for the 114 

development of a robust mpox-specific serological assay. 115 

 116 

Evaluation of OPV Antigens for the Serologic Detection of Mpox Exposure 117 

We asked whether any naturally cross-reactive recombinant proteins derived from VAC or mpox 118 

could aid in the development of an mpox-specific serologic assay. The predictive accuracy of different 119 

OPV antigens for the detection of mpox infection was tested with a variety of VAC and mpox-derived 120 

protein antigens that were available through a public repository, in-house production, or commercial 121 

vendors. Recombinant proteins VAC A27L, mpox A29L, VAC A33R, mpox A35R, VAC B5R, VAC L1R, 122 

and mpox H3L were tested for IgG antibody reactivity using the same mpox-infection confirmed and 123 

mpox-negative samples as described in Figure 1 (Figure 2a). ROC analysis of each antigen revealed 124 

distinct differences in the predictive accuracy for mpox infection. VAC A33R, mpox A35R, VAC B5R, 125 

VAC L1R and mpox H3L showed moderate to excellent predictive accuracy with AUC values above 126 

0.8017. In contrast, VAC A27L and homologous mpox A29L showed low predictive accuracy with AUCs 127 

below 0.80 and were removed from the assay. As with the mpox-specific peptides, clinical cutoffs were 128 

calculated for the remaining antigens using the Youden’s J index calculated from the ROC analysis.  129 

 To visualize the baseline binding IgG reactivity to VAC A33R, mpox A35R, VAC B5R, VAC L1R, 130 

and mpox H3L in mpox-negative donors and recent vaccinees as compared to mpox confirmed donors, 131 

we plotted the log10 MFI for individual donors grouped by cohort as described in Figure 1. The average 132 

MFI of the mpox-confirmed donors for each recombinant antigen was significantly higher than the MFI’s 133 

for the mpox-negative presumed naïve and childhood vaccination groups. As expected, the childhood 134 

vaccination group had significantly higher average MFI’s than the presumed naïve group indicating 135 

previous exposure to VAC antigens and durable humoral memory from childhood smallpox vaccination 136 
14, 18 (Figure 2b). Although not statistically significant, the average MFI of recent vaccinees trended 137 



higher than the childhood vaccination group across all recombinant antigens. These data show that 138 

mpox infection can induce a more robust antibody response than vaccinia vaccination, which may be 139 

exploited for the development of a diagnostic serology assay.  140 

 141 

Distinct Pattern of IgG Reactivity to OPV Antigens and Mpox-specific Peptides Between Mpox-142 

confirmed and Mpox-negative Donors 143 

We asked whether multiplexing multiple antigens would reveal patterns of serological reactivity 144 

that may be used to distinguish between VAC vaccination and mpox infection. To this end, we plotted 145 

each specimen/antigen combination on a heat map to visualize the pattern of reactivity in the mpox-146 

confirmed and mpox-negative cohorts. The mpox-confirmed donors showed uniform and simultaneous 147 

reactivity to the mpox peptides and the OPV antigens that were tested (Figure 3). In contrast, the 148 

mpox-negative presumed naïve group showed sporadic reactivity to the mpox peptides and OPV 149 

antigens. Here, individuals that showed positive reactivity to the B21R peptides did not show 150 

simultaneous reactivity with the OPV antigens. The mpox-negative childhood vaccination group 151 

displayed an increased frequency of antigen reactivity as expected with previous exposure to VAC, yet 152 

rarely showed simultaneous reactivity to the mpox peptides and OPV antigens. Recent vaccinees 153 

displayed a similar pattern of mpox peptide and OPV antigen reactivity to the childhood vaccination 154 

group. The differential patterns of antigen reactivity between mpox-confirmed and mpox-negative 155 

cohorts suggest a combination of OPV antigens and mpox-specific peptides may provide specific 156 

serologic detection of mpox infection. 157 

 158 

Development of an Algorithm for the Specific Detection of Mpox Infection 159 

With the goal of developing an algorithm for a mpox-specific assay we counted the number of 160 

clinically reactive (MFI above the clinical cutoff) OPV antigens for every individual in the mpox-161 

confirmed and -negative cohorts. Donors from the mpox-confirmed cohort were simultaneously reactive 162 

for at least 3 OPV antigens, with a median count of 4 antigens (Figure 4a).  In contrast, presumed 163 

naïve donors from the mpox-negative cohort were rarely reactive for 1 OPV antigen with a median 164 

count of 0 antigens. Mpox-negative donors from the childhood vaccination and recent vaccinee groups 165 

showed a range of reactivity from 0 to 4 OPV antigens with median counts of 0 and 2.0, respectively. 166 

Setting a clinical cutoff of 3 or more reactive antigens captures 98% of the mpox-confirmed donors 167 

while excluding 95% of the mpox-negative cohort.  168 

Based on the high antibody reactivity of mpox-infected donors to both cross reactive OPV 169 

antigens and the mpox-specific peptides, we developed a two-tiered algorithm designed to remove 170 

individuals without true mpox infection from further analysis (Figure 4b). First, the total number of 171 



reactive (MFI ≥ cutoff) OPV antigens (A33/35R, B5R, L1R, H3L) was counted for each individual donor. 172 

Donors with less than 3 reactive OPV antigens will automatically be considered negative (non-reactive; 173 

NR) for mpox-infection. Donors with 3 or more reactive OPV antigens will be considered for the next 174 

step of the algorithm. At this stage 95% of the mpox-negative donors (n=341) have been labeled NR 175 

and removed from the analysis, while 98% of the mpox-infected cohort will move to the next tier of the 176 

algorithm. Next, donors that “passed” the first step of the algorithm will be considered for IgG reactivity 177 

to the mpox-specific peptides B21R-A and -B. Finally, donor samples that are reactive (MFI ≥ cutoff) for 178 

one or both peptides will be considered positive (reactive; R) for mpox infection. After the second step 179 

of the algorithm 37 out of 40 patients from the mpox-confirmed cohort have been labelled R, giving our 180 

diagnostic test (New York State Orthopoxvirus Non-Vaccinia Virus Microsphere Immunoassay for IgG 181 

Antibody Detection; NYS-OPV-MIA) 93% (95%CI = 80-97%) sensitivity for mpox infection with an 182 

overall specificity of 98% (95%CI = 96-99%) (Table 3). It is important to note that assay specificity is 183 

different depending on the test population. When testing vaccinated donors assay specificity is 94% 184 

(95%CI = 88-97%) for the childhood vaccinee group, and 93% (95%CI = 88-96%) when the recent 185 

vaccinees are added to the calculation. However, the NYS-OPV-MIA is highly (100%; 98-100%) 186 

specific when testing unvaccinated individuals under 50 years of age. As part of assay validation we 187 

also tested a specificity panel of 115 serum specimens with known antibodies to a diverse group of 188 

bacterial and viral pathogens, as well as anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA) and rheumatoid factor (RF) 189 

(Supplemental Table 1). The specificity panel included specimens from infections that may be confused 190 

with mpox, including Syphilis (n=8), Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV; n = 15), and Varicella Zoster (n = 18). 191 

When combined with the mpox-negative cohort (n = 456) the specificity of the NYS-OPV-MIA remains 192 

at 98% (95%CI = 96-99%).  In summary, we have developed a robust serological assay with high 193 

sensitivity and high specificity to aid in the diagnosis of mpox-infection.  194 

 195 

Strength of Mpox Antigen Binding is Dictated by the First Viral Exposure 196 

 The induction of potent cross-protective immunity through vaccinia virus vaccination for 197 

protection against smallpox is well established19, 20. There is also strong evidence for VAC vaccination 198 

to provide some degree of protection against mpox infection21, 22. Our mpox serology assay includes the 199 

homologous proteins A33/35R from both VAC and mpox respectively, which allowed us to ask how 200 

previous exposure to VAC through vaccination influences antibody binding following mpox infection. To 201 

this end, we divided the mpox cohort by birth year to reflect the childhood vaccination status of the 202 

mpox-positive cohort. When considering IgG binding to VAC A33R, mpox-infected patients bind equally 203 

well to VAC A33R regardless of previous VAC exposure. In contrast, mpox-infected patients under 50 204 

trended toward higher binding to mpox A35R as compared to their previously vaccinated counterparts 205 



(Figure 4c). To estimate the relative binding of VAC A33R versus mpox A35R in each antigen 206 

exposure group we calculated a binding ratio by dividing the IgG MFI of VAC A33R by the IgG MFI of 207 

mpox A35R. The resulting data revealed differential binding of the A33/35R homologues based on the 208 

primary immunizing virus. The vaccine control group showed the highest VAC/mpox binding ratio 209 

indicating that antibodies from this group bound the VAC A33R protein better than the mpox 210 

homologue. In contrast, previously unvaccinated mpox-infected patients showed the lowest binding 211 

ratio, indicating better antibody binding to mpox A35R rather than the VAC homologue. Interestingly, 212 

previously vaccinated mpox-infected patients showed an intermediate A33/35R binding ratio suggesting 213 

a contribution from both VAC-derived and mpox-derived antibodies to the overall binding profile in 214 

these patients. Together these data demonstrate the presence of distinct epitopes in homologous 215 

proteins despite high levels of cross-reactivity, and that original antigenic sin may play a role in the 216 

humoral response to mpox in previously vaccinated individuals.  217 

 218 

Discussion 219 

In response to a Public Health Emergency of International Concern, we developed a sensitive 220 

(93%) and specific (98%) multiplex MIA for the differential serologic detection of mpox infection in VAC 221 

vaccinated populations. The assay contains 2 mpox-specific peptides and 5 cross-reactive OPV 222 

recombinant proteins derived from either VAC or mpox. Here, we leveraged both multiplex technology 223 

and the differential antibody reactivity profiles resulting from VAC vaccination and mpox infection to 224 

build specificity into our serologic assay.  225 

In 2012 Slifka and colleagues reported a highly sensitive mpox-specific ELISA based on 30-mer 226 

peptides derived from the B21/22R gene that is present in mpox yet absent in VAC15. We tested the 227 

BSA-conjugated B21/22R peptides on our multiplex MIA as a high-throughput alternative to the 228 

previously described ELISA. Of the four peptides tested, mpox-derived B21R-A and -B had the best 229 

discriminatory capacity for mpox infection, where VAR-derived B22R-A and -B were comparatively 230 

poor. In contrast to the Dubois-Slifka study, we found extensive non-specific IgG reactivity to the 231 

peptides in an mpox-negative population, the origin of which is unknown. The most likely explanation 232 

for the discrepant specificity between studies is the size and composition of our negative cohort. The 233 

mpox-negative cohort of the Dubois-Slifka study was composed of 20 healthy naïve, recently 234 

vaccinated, and childhood vaccinated donors for a total of 60 test subjects. Here, we calculated 235 

diagnostic specificity of the B21/22R peptides based on a negative cohort of 341 donors, 142 of which 236 

were HIV-positive. A thorough analysis of our mpox-negative cohort revealed that much of the non-237 

specific reactivity seen to the peptides was present in the samples collected from people living with 238 

HIV. In fact, non-specific serologic reactivity in HIV+ populations due to polyclonal B cell activation and 239 



hypergammaglobulinemia is a well-characterized aspect of HIV infection23, 24. Further, many HIV-1-240 

specific broadly neutralizing antibodies generated during HIV infection are polyreactive25. The high 241 

frequency of HIV+ patients in the mpox test population16 has the potential to impact assay performance 242 

and underscores the importance of considering test population demographics prior to assay 243 

development. In addition, we clearly demonstrated that the B21/22R-derived peptides tested here had 244 

insufficient specificity to be used as a stand-alone diagnostic assay.  245 

With a lack of additional non-vaccinia derived proteins to test, we turned to immunodominant 246 

VAC and mpox antigens known for their cross-reactivity across OPV species. We demonstrate that 247 

mpox-infected donors have robust IgG reactivity to the immunodominant antigens A33/35R, B5R, L1R, 248 

and H3L. In contrast, both recent and childhood vaccinees show detectable antibody reactivity to one or 249 

more of the antigens tested, while the antibody profile of each individual lacks the magnitude and 250 

antigenic breadth that is seen following mpox infection. Our data is supported by previous work 251 

showing the majority of VAC vaccinees recognize a small fraction of the OPV proteins tested in a 252 

protein microarray. Moreover, no single antigen in the array was universally recognized by all 253 

vaccinees12. Further, antibodies specific for immunodominant antigens A33, B5, L1, and H3 are rarely 254 

seen in all individuals following primary VAC immunization12, 26, 27. The cause for reduced antibody titer 255 

and antigenic breadth in vaccinated versus mpox infected individuals may be due to differences in viral 256 

load or tropism that occur through vaccination versus infection28.  In fact, challenge models have shown 257 

increases in both the magnitude and coverage of OPV-specific antibodies following mpox infection of 258 

VAC vaccinated animals12.  259 

Serologic assays measure the host response to an infectious agent which can be detected for 260 

months to years following infection. However, measuring the host immune response comes with 261 

inherent challenges such as antigenic cross-reactivity and genetic variability between individuals. We 262 

demonstrated that a multiplex immunoassay platform using a combination of mpox peptides and OPV 263 

proteins can identify mpox infection with high sensitivity and specificity in a population where VAC 264 

vaccination has occurred. Furthermore, we show that mpox infection and VAC vaccination result in 265 

differential patterns of IgG reactivity that could be exploited for diagnostic detection despite high levels 266 

of antigenic cross-reactivity. The bead-based platform described in this study is amenable to high-267 

throughput processing which may be useful for performing large-scale sero-epidemiology studies29 in 268 

high-risk populations and inform our understanding of mpox transmission in the future.  269 

Limitations of the Study 270 



The B21/22R gene is present used as the final discriminator for mpox infection in our assay is 271 

expressed in other non-vaccinia OPV species. Interpretation of our assay may be difficult in regions 272 

where cowpox or other non-vaccinia OPVs are endemic30. In addition, sequencing efforts during the 273 

2002 mpox outbreak have identified isolates with genetic deletions that may affect the B21R gene31. 274 

B21R deletions in the mpox genome have the potential to effect assay sensitivity if such mutations 275 

were to be commonplace in circulating mpox strains.  276 
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Figure Legends 311 
 312 
Figure 1: Evaluation of Non-Vaccinia Peptides for the Detection of Mpox Infection 313 
 314 
Serum or plasma specimens from 341 presumed mpox-negative donors and 40 mpox confirmed 315 

patients were analyzed for antibody reactivity to peptide antigens derived from mpox and variola virus 316 

(VAR) by a microsphere immunoassay. (A) Median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of IgG reactivity to 317 

individual 31-mer peptides was used to generate ROC curves representing for mpox-derived B21R-A 318 

and -B (magenta) or VAR-derived B22R-A and -B (blue). (B) The log10 MFI of IgG reactivity to mpox 319 

B21R-A and -B was plotted for mpox-negative, -positive, and recent vaccinee donors. The mpox-320 

negative cohort was divided by birth year post- and pre-1972 to estimate smallpox childhood 321 

vaccination status. (C) Log10 MFI of IgG reactivity to mpox B21R-A and -B was plotted for mpox-322 

negative donors post-1972 (>50) divided by “healthy” and “HIV”. Each dot represents and individual 323 

donor. Statistical significance was determined by the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test where *p < 324 

0.05 **p < 0.001 ***p < 0.0001, and ****p < 0.00001 adjusted for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s test.  325 

 326 

Figure 2: IgG Antibody Reactivity to Orthopoxvirus Antigens Among Mpox Negative and 327 

Positive Cohorts 328 

Serum or plasma specimens from 341 presumed mpox-negative donors and 40 mpox confirmed 329 

patients were analyzed for antibody reactivity to recombinant protein antigens derived from mpox or 330 

vaccinia virus (VAC) by microsphere immunoassay. (A) Median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of IgG 331 

reactivity to recombinant antigens from mpox or VAC (mpox A35R, solid magenta; VAC A33R, dashed 332 

magenta; mpox H3L solid light blue; VAC B5R dashed green; VAC L1R dashed orange; mpox A29L 333 

solid dark blue, VAC A27L dashed dark blue) were used to generate ROC curves used to represent the 334 

sensitivity (%) and specificity (%) of each antigen to detect mpox infection. (B) Log10 MFI of IgG 335 

reactivity to OPV antigens (A33/35, B5R, L1R, and H3L) plotted for mpox-negative, -positive, and 336 

recent vaccinee donors. Each dot represents and individual donor. Statistical significance was 337 

determined by the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test where *p < 0.05 **p < 0.001 ***p < 0.0001, and 338 

****p < 0.00001 adjusted for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s test. 339 

 340 

Figure 3: Pattern of OPV Antigen and Mpox Peptide IgG Reactivity Among Mpox-negative and -341 

postive Cohorts 342 

Heat maps indicate the relative index value (MFI/cutoff value) of each antigen (Mpox A35R, VAC B5R, 343 

VAC L1R, Mpox H3L, Mpox B21R-A, and Mpox B21R-B; vertical columns) for each serum/plasma 344 



donor (horizontal rows). Yellow corresponds to a negative index value (< 1.0) below the clinical cutoff. 345 

The level of red saturation corresponds to higher index values (> 1.0) above the clinical cutoff.  346 

 347 

Figure 4: OPV Antigen Count and Algorithm for the Specific Serologic Detection of Mpox 348 

Infection 349 

(A) The number of OPV antigens (A33/35, B5R, L1R, and H3L) counted as reactive (R). Reactivity was 350 

defined as an MFI value at or above the calculated clinical cutoff value.  The antigen count distribution 351 

was displayed as a violin plot for mpox-confirmed and mpox-negative cohorts. The mpox-negative 352 

cohort divided by birth year post- (presumed naïve) and pre-1972 (Childhood VAC) to estimate 353 

smallpox childhood vaccination status. (B) Serum or plasma specimens tested for mpox infection using 354 

a multiplexed microsphere immunoassay will be subjected to a 2-tier algorithm using a combination of 355 

mpox-specific peptides and OPV antigens. First, specimens will be considered for IgG reactivity to a set 356 

of cross-reactive OPV antigens (VAC A33R, mpox A35R, VAC B5R, VAC L1R, and mpox H3L). 357 

Samples with reactivity to 2 or fewer antigens will be considered non-reactive (NR; MFI < clinical cutoff) 358 

overall for mpox exposure while samples that test reactive (R; MFI > clinical cutoff) to 3 or more OPV 359 

antigens will move to the second tier of the algorithm. Next, samples will be considered for their 360 

reactivity to mpox peptides B21R-A and -B. Samples with no peptide reactivity will be considered NR 361 

for mpox infection. Samples with reactivity to one or more mpox peptides will be considered R for mpox 362 

infection. (C) Serum specimens from mpox-confirmed donors (n=40) and recent vaccinees (n=15) were 363 

analzyed for IgG reactivity to viral homologues VAC A33R and mpox A35R. Mpox confirmed donors 364 

were separated by birth year to simulate vaccination status before infection. Green circles indicate 365 

recent vaccinees. Grey circles indicate a birth year prior to 1972 (childhood vaccine), and blue circles 366 

indicate a birth year after 1972 (unvaccinated). Red circles in both groups indicate individuals infected 367 

in the 2003 mpox outbreak. The dashed line in each plot indicates the reactivity cutoff for the indicated 368 

antigen as determined by ROC curve. (D) Serum IgG reactivity ratio representing the mpox A35R MFI 369 

divided by the VAC A33R MFI. Green circles indicate recent vaccinees. Grey circles indicate a birth 370 

year prior to 1972 (childhood vaccine), and blue circles indicate a birth year after 1972 (unvaccinated). 371 

Red circles in both groups indicate individuals infected in the 2003 mpox outbreak. Statistical 372 

significance was determined by the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test where *p < 0.05 **p < 0.001 ***p 373 

< 0.0001, and ****p < 0.00001 adjusted for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s test. 374 
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Materials and Methods 470 
 471 
Experimental Model and Subject Details 472 

Human Subjects 473 

This assay development study was performed using deidentified sera and plasma for a public health 474 

function in a declared Public Health Emergency (PHE). It has been deemed “Non-human subject 475 

research” by the NYS Institutional Review Board.  476 

Biospecimens provided by the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai from the Personalized Virology 477 

Initiative were reviewed and approved by the Mount Sinai Hospital Institutional Review Board (IRB-16-478 

16772 and IRB-16-00791). All participants provided written informed consent before specimens and 479 

clinical information were collected. All specimens were coded before processing and analysis.  480 

Specimen Collection 481 

Whole blood in a red top/SST or equivalent tube, specimens allowed to clot at room temperature, 482 

centrifuged and transferred serum into plastic tube(s), with storage refrigerated at 2-8°C prior to 483 

shipment on freezer 484 

Mpox-Negative Cohort 485 

Healthy-Normal 486 

Wadsworth Center employees volunteered serum specimens for assay development (n=114); 59 were 487 

born prior to 1972 and 55 born after 1972. Normal Healthy Serum Pre-COVID-19 Pandemic Panel E 488 

was purchased from Access Biologicals (n=85); 85 were born prior to 1972 and 66 born after 1972 with 489 

military status unknown. 490 

HIV+ 491 

One hundred and fourty-three (142) remnant plasma and serum specimens submitted for HIV 492 

diagnostic testing to the Wadsworth Center between 1/1/2018 and 12/31/2021. Specimens were 493 

submitted for a variety of reasons, including confirmation of a reactive result on an HIV rapid test, to 494 

resolve discordant HIV test results, or to verify a previous HIV diagnosis. HIV status was ‘HIV-1 495 

antibody positive for 131 (92%) and ‘HIV antibody negative for 12 (8%) of the specimens. Specimens 496 

were collected from individuals born either prior to 1972 (n=42) or after 1980 (n=100). 497 

Mpox-Confirmed Cohort 498 

The mpox-confirmed cohort (n = 40) is composed of specimens collected during the 2003 and 2022 499 

United States outbreaks (Table 1; Supplemental Figure 1).  500 

2003 Outbreak 501 

Eighteen (18) of the 40 samples were collected following the 2003 mpox outbreak in the United States 502 

at approximately 6 months post-infection as previously described21. Eight out of 18 donors (44%) 503 



received childhood smallpox immunization. The 2003 cohort was 66% female with an average age of 504 

33 years at serum collection21.  505 

2022 Outbreak 506 

Twenty-two (22) of the 40 samples were collected during the 2022 mpox outbreak. In total, the group 507 

was 90% male with an average age of 40 years at specimen collection.  508 

Two (2) serum specimens were submitted to the Wadsworth Center Biodefense Laboratory for mpox 509 

diagnostic testing on days 9 and 15 post-symptom onset, respectively. Mpox diagnosis was confirmed 510 

by PCR assay.  511 

At the Zucker School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell, serum was collected from 13 persons with 512 

confirmed mpox infection, as defined by a positive PCR assay result. Specimens were de-identified and 513 

the data collected included age, gender, date of mpox symptom onset, date of PCR positive test, name 514 

of PCR assay used, VAC vaccination history, and date of serum collection.  515 

At the Icahn School of Medicine at Mt. Sinai, serum was collected from 7 persons with confirmed mpox 516 

infection by PCR assay. Specimens were de-identified and the shared data included age range, 517 

gender, days since symptom onset, and VAC vaccination history.  518 

Recent Vaccinee Cohort 519 

The vaccinee cohort is composed of 5 serum specimens from Wadsworth Center employee donors 520 

who were vaccinated with JYNNEOS® (day 56 post-primary inoculation), and 10 serum specimens 521 

provided by donors from The Ican School of Medicine at Mt. Sinai that were vaccinated with 522 

JYNNEOS® (n=8) or ACAM 2000 (n=2). All serum specimens used for analysis were collected at least 523 

20 days following the last dose of vaccine.  524 

 525 

Expression, Production, and Purification of Antigens 526 

Production of B21/22R Peptides 527 

Peptides were manufactured and supplied by Aalto Bio Reagents, Biosynth Group. The sequences for 528 

peptides MPV B21R-A and -B, and VM B22R-A and B, were described in Dubois et. al.15 MPV B21R-A 529 

and B correspond to B21R.179/180 and B21R.185/186, respectively. VM B22R-A and B correspond to 530 

B22R.64/65 and B22R.82/83, respectively.  Peptide produced using standard Fmoc-based solid phase 531 

synthesis and purified using reverse phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) to 532 

>90% pure as determined by HPLC and/or LC/MS. Conjugation to BSA occurred through the side chain 533 

of cysteine via sylfhydryl chemistry by mixing peptides with maleimide-activated BSA for two hours at 534 

room temperature.  535 

 536 

Recombinant OPV Antigens  537 



Recombinant proteins were obtained from several commercial sources. Recombinant A27L (VAC-WR-538 

A27L; NR 2213), A33R (VAC-WR-A33R; NR545), B5R (VAC-WR-B5R; NR-546) and L1R (VAC-WR-539 

L2R; NR-21986) were obtained from BEI Resources, Manassas VA. Recombinant mpox A35R (230-540 

30238) and mpox H3L (230-30233) were purchased from Ray Biotech, Peachtree Corners, GA. Mpox 541 

A29L was produced by the Wadsworth Center Protein Expression Core. The mpox A29L gene 542 

(GenBank: AY160186) subcloned into the plasmid pETMPOX/A27Lo-His6 was obtained from bei 543 

Resources (Catalog # NR-3022). The construct was transformed into BL21(DE3)pLysS (Novagen) and 544 

expressed in Luria Broth containing 30 µg/mL kanamycin. Cell pellets were lysed in 50 mM Tris HCl, 545 

300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 0.1% Triton X100, 10% sucrose pH 7.5 containing EDTA-free 546 

Complete Protease inhibitor (Roche) and 50 U Benzonase (Novagen).  Cleared lysate was applied to a 547 

1 ml HisTrap HP column (Cytiva) in 50 mM Tris HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol pH 7.5, washed with 548 

50 mM Tris HCl, 1 M NaCl, 0.25 M arginine pH 8.5, and eluted with a linear gradient over 20 column 549 

volumes to 50 mM Tris HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 500 mM imidazole pH 7.5. Fractions 550 

containing protein were pooled and dialyzed against 50 mM Tris HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 551 

mM EDTA pH 7.5 and then twice against a large excess of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The 552 

protein was checked for size (16.4 kDa) and purity by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide 553 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). 554 

 555 

OPV-specific Multiplex Microsphere Immunoassay (MIA) 556 

Specimens were assessed for the presence of antibodies reactive to OPV antigens using an MIA. 557 

Recombinant proteins were covalently linked to the surface of fluorescent, magnetic microspheres 558 

(Luminex Corporation). Serum or plasma samples (25 µl at 1:100 dilution) and antigen-coupled 559 

microspheres (25 µl at 5x104 microspheres/mL) were mixed and incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C. 560 

Serum-bound microspheres were washed and incubated with phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated secondary 561 

antibody specific for human IgG (Southern Biotech). After washing and final resuspension in buffer, the 562 

samples were analyzed on a FlexMap 3D analyzer using xPONENT software, version 4.3 (Luminex 563 

Corporation).  564 



Table 1: Cohorts Used for the Mpox Serological Assay Development 
Cohort Number Naïve (#) VAC (#) Age (yrs) M F UNK Day 
Mpox-Confirmed 
(Total) 

40 27 13 37 26 13 1 9 - 180 

2003 18 10 8 33 6 12 0 180 

2022 22 17 5 40 20 1 1 9 -107 

Mpox-Negative 
(Total) 

341 221 121 40 170 170 1 n/a 

Healthy 199 121 78 43 49 150 0 n/a 

HIV 142 100 42 37 121 20 1 n/a 

Recent 
Vaccinees 

15 13 2 38 14 1 0 25 - 88 

Specificity Panel 115 - - - - - 115 n/a 

         

 565 

Table 2: Diagnostic Performance of OPV Peptides and Antigens 

Antigen ROC 
AUC 

Cutoff 
(MFI) 

Sensitivity % 
(95% CI) 

Specificity % 
(95% CI) 

     
Mpox B21R-A 0.85 795 93% (80 – 97) 67% (62 – 72) 
Mpox B21R-B 0.85 602 85% (70 – 94) 75% (70 – 79) 
VAR B22R-A 0.56 1466 66% (48 – 80) 52% (47 – 57) 
VAR B22R-B 0.77 1828 81% (65 – 91) 72% (68 – 77) 
     
VAC A27L 0.75 678 88% (72 -95) 61% (55 – 66) 
Mpox A29L 0.77 960 84% (68 – 93) 59% (54 – 64) 
VAC A33R 0.96 8469 91% (77 – 97) 91% (88 – 94) 
Mpox A35R 0.97 7950 97% (85 – 100) 89% (85 – 92) 
VAC B5R 0.90 3353 94% (81 – 99) 82% (78 – 86) 
VAC L1R 0.81 711 65% (48 – 79) 84% (80 – 88) 
Mpox H3L 0.96 6927 97% (85 – 100) 90% (86 – 93) 

 566 

 567 
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Table 3: Sensitivity and Specificity of the NYS-OPV-MIA Based on Age Group 

Mpox Negative Cohort Sensitivity Specificity PPV* 95% CI‡ NPV† 95% CI‡ 

Mpox-Negative Total 93% 98% 0.84 0.71 – 0.92 0.99 0.97 – 1.00 

Presumed Naїve  93% 100% 1.00 0.90 – 1.00 0.99 0.96 – 1.00 

Childhood Vaccination  93% 94% 0.84 0.71 – 0.92 0.97 0.93 – 0.99 

Childhood Vaccination & 
Recent Vaccinees 

93% 93% 0.80 0.67 – 0.89 0.98 0.93 – 0.99 

Mpox-Negatives & 
Specificity Panel  93% 98% 0.77 0.63 – 0.87 0.99 0.98 – 1.00 

* Positive Predictive Value  
†Negative Predictive Value 
‡ Confidence Interval 
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Supplemental Table 1: Specificity Panel for Cross-Reactivity Testing 
of the NYS-OPV-MIA 

Antibody Positive Sera Number 
Tested 

Positive 
(R) 

Negative 
(NR) 

Anti-nuclear antibody (ANA) 5 0 5 
Anaplasma phagocytophilum 3 1 2 

Bartonella spp. 1 0 1 
Borrelia burgdorferi 7 0 7 

Brucella spp. 3 0 3 
California Serogroup Viruses 4 0 4 

Cytomegalovirus 5 1 4 
Coxiella burnetii 3 0 3 
Dengue Virus 3 0 3 

Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) 3 0 0 
Ehrlichia chaffeensis 3 0 3 

Enterovirus 2 0 2 
Hepatitis B Virus 1 1 0 
Hepatitis C Virus 2 0 2 

HIV1 2 0 2 
Herpes Simples Virus 13 0 13 

Measles 5 0 5 
Mumps 3 0 3 

Varicella-Zoster  18 0 18 
Parvovirus 3 0 3 

Powassan Virus 3 0 3 
Rheumatoid factor (RF) 2 0 2 

Rickettsia spp. 2 0 2 
Rubella 2 0 2 
Syphilis 8 0 8 

Western/Eastern Equine Encephalitis 
virus 1 0 1 

West Nile Virus 6 1 5 
Yellow Fever Virus 1 0 1 

Zika Virus 2 0 2 
 571 
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Figure 1: Evaluation of Non-Vaccinia Peptides for the Detection of Mpox Infection
Serum or plasma specimens from 341 presumed mpox-negative donors and 40 mpox confirmed patients were 
analyzed for antibody reactivity to peptide antigens derived from mpox and variola virus (VAR) by a microsphere 
immunoassay. (A) Median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of IgG reactivity to individual 31-mer peptides was used 
to generate ROC curves representing for mpox-derived B21R-A and -B (magenta) or VAR-derived B22R-A and -B 
(blue). (B) The log10 MFI of IgG reactivity to mpox B21R-A and -B was plotted for mpox-negative, -positive, and 
vaccine control donors. The mpox-negative cohort was divided by birth year post- (presumed naive) and pre-
1972 (Childhood VAC) to estimate smallpox childhood vaccination status. (C) Log10 MFI of IgG reactivity to mpox 
B21R-A and -B was plotted for mpox-negative donors post-1972 (>50) divided by “healthy” and “HIV”. Each dot 
represents and individual donor. Statistical significance was determined by the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test 
where *p < 0.05 **p < 0.001 ***p < 0.0001, and ****p < 0.00001 adjusted for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s 
test.
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Figure 2: Evaluation of Orthopoxvirus Antigens for the Detection of Mpox Infection
Serum or plasma specimens from 341 presumed mpox-negative donors and 40 mpox confirmed patients were 
analyzed for antibody reactivity to recombinant protein antigens derived from mpox or vaccinia virus (VAC) by 
microsphere immunoassay. (A) Median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of IgG reactivity to recombinant antigens 
from mpox or VAC (mpox A35R, solid magenta; VAC A33R, dashed magenta; mpox H3L solid light blue; VAC B5R 
dashed green; VAC L1R dashed orange; mpox A29L solid dark blue, VAC A27L dashed dark blue) were used to 
generate ROC curves used to represent the sensitivity (%) and specificity (%) of each antigen to detect mpox 
infection. (B) Log10 MFI of IgG reactivity to OPV antigens (A33/35, B5R, L1R, and H3L) plotted for mpox-nega-
tive, -positive, and recent vaccinee donors. Each dot represents and individual donor. Statistical significance was 
determined by the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test where *p < 0.05 **p < 0.001 ***p < 0.0001, and ****p < 
0.00001 adjusted for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s test.
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Figure 3: Distribution of OPV Antigen and Mpox Peptide Reactivity Among Negative and Mpox Cohorts 
Heat maps indicate the relative index value (MFI/cutoff value) of each antigen (Mpox A35R, VV B5R, VV 
L1R, Mpox H3L, Mpox B21R-A, and Mpox B21R-B; vertical columns) for each serum/plasma donor (horizon-
tal rows). Yellow corresponds to a negative index value (< 1.0) below the clinical cutoff. The degree of red 
saturation corresponds to higher index values (> 1.0) above the clinical cutoff.
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Figure 4: OPV Antigen Count and Algorithm for the New York State Orthopoxvirus (non-vaccinia) 
Microsphere Immunoassay for IgG Antibody Detection
(A) The number of OPV antigens (A33/35, B5R, L1R, and H3L) counted as reactive (R). Reactivity was 
defined as an MFI value at or above the calculated clinical cutoff value.  The antigen count distribution 
was displayed as a violin plot for mpox-confirmed and mpox-negative cohorts. The mpox-negative 
cohort divided by birth year post- (presumed naïve) and pre-1972 (Childhood VAC) to estimate small-
pox childhood vaccination status. (B) Serum or plasma specimens tested for mpox infection using a 
multiplexed microsphere immunoassay will be subjected to a 2-tier algorithm using a combination of 
mpox-specific peptides and OPV antigens. First, specimens will be considered for IgG reactivity to a set 
of cross-reactive OPV antigens (VAC A33R, mpox A35R, VAC B5R, VAC L1R, and mpox H3L). Samples 
with reactivity to 2 or fewer antigens will be considered non-reactive (NR; MFI < clinical cutoff) overall 
for mpox exposure while samples that test reactive (R; MFI > clinical cutoff) to 3 or more OPV antigens 
will move to the second tier of the algorithm. Next, samples will be considered for their reactivity to 
mpox peptides B21R-A and -B. Samples with no peptide reactivity will be considered NR for mpox in-
fection. Samples with reactivity to one or more mpox peptides will be considered R for mpox infection. 
(C) Serum specimens from mpox-confirmed donors (n=40) and recent vaccinees (n=15) were analzyed 
for IgG reactivity to viral homologues VAC A33R and mpox A35R. Mpox confirmed donors were sepa-
rated by birth year to simulate vaccination status before infection. Green circles indicate recent vac-
cinees. Grey circles indicate a birth year prior to 1972 (childhood vaccine), and blue circles indicate 
a birth year after 1972 (unvaccinated). Red circles in both groups indicate individuals infected in the 
2003 mpox outbreak. The dashed line in each plot indicates the reactivity cutoff for the indicated 
antigen as determined by ROC curve. (D) Serum IgG reactivity ratio representing the mpox A35R MFI 
divided by the VAC A33R MFI. Green circles indicate recent vaccinees. Grey circles indicate a birth year 
prior to 1972 (childhood vaccine), and blue circles indicate a birth year after 1972 (unvaccinated). Red 
circles in both groups indicate individuals infected in the 2003 mpox outbreak. Statistical significance 
was determined by the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test where *p < 0.05 **p < 0.001 ***p < 0.0001, 
and ****p < 0.00001 adjusted for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s test.



Supplemental Figure 1: Distribution of Days Post-Onset for Mpox-Confirmed Cohort
Histogram represents the number of specimens/donors at each day post-onset for the mpox-confirmed 
cohort. The 18 specimens at 180 days post-onset are from the 2003 group and the remainder of specimens 
are from the 2022 outbreak. 
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